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Captures images automatically for deposits 
while on the go
NCR APTRA Passport is an omni-channel enterprise hub for remote deposit capture that delivers numerous, 
alternative ways for your customers to quickly and easily deposit checks. NCR APTRA Passport for Mobile is 
part of this single, integrated and scalable platform that provides flexibility when processing check deposits 
anytime and from anywhere they choose.

APTRA Passport for Mobile 
An RDC solution that allows your consumers to safely 
deposit checks using their mobile phone’s camera as a 
scanner. Here is how:

• Your customer has a smartphone 

• They securely log into your bank’s mobile app

• Take a picture of the front and back of the check

• Submit and a transaction receipt confirms their 
deposit is complete!

Incorporating MiSnap technology from Mitek, the 
APTRA Passport for Mobile solution provides the 
user with immediate feedback as they are taking a 
picture of the check ensuring the best check image 
is detected, captured, compressed and sized to 
specifications without having to press any buttons. 
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Streamline operations

NCR APTRA Passport for Mobile speeds up deposit 
processing for Retail bank clients with a convenient 
way of depositing checks. The processing time needed 
to validate and balance items in your central or back 
office is reduced because data arrives into your system 
quicker and in a more complete format. Perfectly 
complementing your omni-channel strategy and 
branch transformation initiatives, APTRA Passport 
for Mobile provides a cost-effective alternative 
method of check deposit without further investment 
in physical branches or ATMs. This increases branch 
productivity by allowing branch staff to focus 
on higher value sales and service activities. And 
with check deposits being sent electronically, your 
pickup costs from either the ATM or branch are also 
significantly reduced.
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Enhance security

As an alternative to a branch or ATM visit, your 
Retail clients can capture and transmit check deposits 
securely with their mobile phone, eliminating the 
risk of losing paper checks. NCR APTRA Passport 
for Mobile offers unique advanced fraud features, 
such as cross channel duplicate detect, cross channel 
deposit limits, item level deposit limits and deposit 
information availability. This provides consumers  
with an audit trail with real-time traceability for  
their check deposits.
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Optimize the customer experience

As consumer adoption of mobile technology 
continues to grow, meet your customer needs by 
giving them the ability to choose when and where 
they transact and improving the customer experience 
with higher check deposit acceptance rates the first 
deposit time. Enabling your mobile banking app 
to accept check deposits remotely provides a cost-
effective way for you to move your Retail bank client 
check deposits away from the branch to a lower 
transaction channel via their mobile phone helping 
you increase customer loyalty. 
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Grow your business

NCR APTRA Passport for Mobile extends your market 
reach by enabling your customers to deposit checks 
while on the move. This protects your customer base 
and encourages loyalty by providing consumers, 
who are not located near a branch or who might be 
picking up checks in multiple locations, with faster 
availability of funds and an alternative option for 
making check deposits. With both existing and new 
customers able to make check deposits remotely with 
their mobile phone, overall deposits will increase and 
you can generate revenue by charging a modest fee 
on a monthly or per-check basis.
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The benefits of APTRA Passport 
across all your RDC channels

Fraud management
A distinct advantage of an enterprise hub is  
that all deposits from one customer, regardless of  
channel they use, can be viewed and reported on. 
This integration enables fraud management such as 
cross channel duplicate detect preventing customers 
from duplicating deposits. Combined with user based  
cross channel limits and defined bank alerts for 
unusual deposit activity, APTRA Passport provides  
a cost-effective and efficient way for banks to  
control risk.

Improved research
Using a web-based query tool, NCR APTRA Passport 
for Mobile enables quicker research of captured 
items and images before they become available 
on the enterprise archive. As a multichannel hub, 
APTRA Passport provides integrated management 
across channels for reports and research, ensuring all 
deposits made via any other RDC channel you offer 
can also be viewed and reported on.

Maximizes efficiencies across  
your enterprise
NCR Transaction Gateway manages the flow of data 
and images from all your APTRA Passport remote 
capture streams. It groups transaction information, 
check images and data for better efficiency in 
processing and sends it to your central operation or 
service provider, helping you to better manage your 
per-unit costs.
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Let us be your host

NCR’s Cloud Services provides an outsourced option 
for NCR APTRA Passport for Mobile. Available 
as an outsourced (SaaS) service offering in NCR 
hosts and manages the technology for you in our 
state-of-the-art eCommerce Operations Center.

This solution is ideal for financial institutions that do 
not have the infrastructure or the resources to invest 
in creating and maintaining an in-house environment. 
Let us do it all for you instead.
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Why NCR?

NCR Corporation (NYSE: NCR) is the global leader in consumer transaction technologies, turning 

everyday interactions with businesses into exceptional experiences. With its software, hardware, 

and portfolio of services, NCR enables more than 550 million transactions daily across retail, 

financial, travel, hospitality, telecom and technology, and small business. NCR solutions run the 

everyday transactions that make your life easier.

NCR is headquartered in Duluth, Georgia with over 30,000 employees and does business in 180 

countries. NCR is a trademark of NCR Corporation in the United States and other countries. The 

company encourages investors to visit its web site which is updated regularly with financial and 

other important information about NCR. 


